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 Dear Freedom Friends:

Check out this weeks PEOPLE magazine (April 21st) edition. There is an article about
me. I am trying to get the word out on what this “truth in taxation” movement is
REALLY about. Overall, however I am very pleased with the article. The ending is
EXCELLENT and expresses perfectly my commitment to this cause. It is certainly better
than some other publicity I have received. The IRS of course gets in a few shots but they
don’t make any sense. They say they “equate me with the “psychics and the Easter
Bunny” - Real intelligent rebuttal to a question that deserve a real answer!

They also said they want my license plate that says TAX REBEL changed to
CONVICTED FELON. Can you imagine where our country would be if the founding
fathers who opposed the King’s tax ended up as ‘convicted felons’? There is, of course,
the typical move to make people feel I am not paying my “fair” share and to create “class
envy” by talking about my “Financial Empire”. That made me laugh. I thought maybe
they were talking about Martha Stewart for a minute! Not that it is relevant, but what I
did made (which was CERTAINLY not close to $6 million and CERTAINLY not
“taxable income”), I put back into the ‘We the People’ business because, the mission to
end this abusive tax collection system is what motivates me, not the money. What money
I had after the 1998 raid and April 15, 2002 arrest is being spent on supporting me
working FULL time + on both the Civil and Criminal case and on legal and attorney fees.

I believe we have retained the best Constitutional attorney in America. He was VERY
expensive but I believe worth it! He is well-respected by the 9th Circuit because of his
successes in that circuit and also the 10th Circuit.

He has been an attorney for over 25 years and he knows the system and the LAWS OF
EQUITY inside out. His other expertise is APPEALS which is VITAL to success. He
knows how to properly submit evidence and file objections to dispose of the matter pre-
trial or preserve our rights for appeal. He told me that he is going to get me and the other
defendants a FULL ACQUITTAL and then retire!

I am not going to put all of my faith in him however. We are a team and am continuing to
do my own research and am helping in preparing motions for his additional input and
critique. His speciality is 4th Amendment, 5th Amendment (He won the ‘Troesher’ case),
Privacy, Common Law Trusts and offshore trusts (although all of our trusts were
domiciled in the union states). He is working with one of the best federal criminal
attorneys in LA who has great connections with our court.



We have a Pre-Trial Hearing set for June 3rd and Trial by Jury is set for June 17th. We
have four Motions we will be filing next week that could delay or eliminate the trial -
Either because we will win our Motions (i.e.to Motion Dismiss Indictment and Motion to
Suppress Evidence) or because we will have a right to interlocutory appeal on some of
the issues)

Please let everyone know about the article in PEOPLE and please have them send
PEOPLE a short (one paragraph) response. This is the type of publicity that will get the
truth out to the American people. Otherwise PEOPLE will get the typical “Lynne
shouldn’t be allowed to use the roads”responses. I want PEOPLE to see what the TRUE
will of the People is.

PLEASE, LET’S LET THEM KNOW. The magazine is weekly so they need to receive
responses soon.

We don’t want to hear answers like “I equate Lynne Meredith with the “psychics or the
Easter Bunny” (whatever that means). We want to know what law defines “private
earnings” from work performed in the 50 union states as “taxable income”, in light of the
fact that such a tax would violate the apportionment clauses of the constitution? What law
allows them to seize such ‘nontaxable’ earnings the American people need to support
their families, or bank accounts without due process of the law?

People need to realize that, while the soldiers are fighting in Iraq for International
terrorism, we are fighting an intellectual war at home against “Internal Terrorism”.

The soldiers are fighting for my right, and your right to protest the tax and anything else
we find wrong with this GREAT country. Those soldiers and even those who work for
the IRS would love to keep 100% of the earnings that belong to them. My books provide
solutions that CAN support this country even more prosperously without taxing the labor
of the people.

Love and Liberty -

Lynne Meredith


